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Antibiotic discovery is a walk in the park
Louis-Félix Nothiasa,b, Rob Knightc,d,e, and Pieter C. Dorresteina,b,e,1

Can you imagine New York’s Central Park as a source of
the next generation of antibiotics that can treat hundreds
of millions of people? The work by Charlop-Powers et al.
in PNAS (1) suggests this possibility. Antibiotic-resistant
microbes pose one of the main health threats of the 21st
century (2). According to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, more people die today of bacterial infections than HIV (3) and more people will die of bacterial infections than cancer by 2050 (4). Because antibiotic
resistance is a global threat that affects hundreds of millions of people worldwide (5), it has become a key issue
for the White House and the United Nations. In 2015, the
White House developed an action plan to combat antibiotic resistance and the General Assembly of the United
Nations had a high-level meeting addressing worldwide
antibiotic resistance (6, 7).
Most (∼75%) of today’s antibiotics are derived from
natural products (2, 8). Penicillin was isolated from a
fungus, and azithromycin, commonly prescribed in the
form of a Z-Pak, was isolated from a bacterium (8). The
period from the 1930s through the 1980s represented
the “Golden Age” for the discovery of antibiotics. Since
1975, very few antibiotics have emerged (rare exceptions include vancomycin and daptomycin), and some
pathogens are resistant to all known antibiotics. To combat these “superbugs,” researchers are exploring new
natural sources that were missed in previous screens (3).
Exotic areas, usually in regions of the planet minimally
impacted by people and with high biodiversity, such as
rainforests or coral reefs, are most often explored for
natural sources of next-generation antibiotics. CharlopPowers et al. (1) extracted DNA from the environment,
followed by high-throughput sequencing of its genetic
instructions, to reveal that your local park is an untapped
resource with enormous potential for discovery of new
therapeutics. Additionally, it is a lot easier to get to than
a rainforest or a reef. The results raise a critical question:
What other urban settings harbor organisms that make
new classes of antibiotics? Perhaps the chair you are
sitting on, the floor you are walking on, the restaurant
you eat at, or the subway railing you touch on your way
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Fig. 1. Soil urban parks of NYC, an urban area of 10 million
inhabitants, were found to contain biosynthetic genes
clusters involved in the biosynthesis of many widely
used drugs, revealing an untapped reservoir of new
therapeutics. Images courtesy of The Noun Project under
public domain license or Creative Commons (CC 3.0); DNA
courtesy of Warslab, Freedom Tower courtesy of Chris
McDonnell, city plant courtesy of GRACE Communications
Foundation and Mother Jones, New York city courtesy of
Raf Verbraeken, Statue of Liberty courtesy of Shashank
Singh, park bench courtesy of Roma, and pills courtesy of
Tonielle Purdy.

to work contains bacteria or fungi whose genomes encode instructions to make the next antibiotic that could
cure hundreds of millions of people.
In PNAS, Charlop-Powers et al. (1) build on the
wealth of knowledge built up by many laboratories that
identify DNA signatures encoding proteins involved in
biosynthesis of natural products produced by microbes,
as well as advances in DNA sequencing technology and
extraction protocols that make it feasible to identify
these sequences in environmental samples in high
throughput. One can think of these DNA signatures as
barcodes that can be identified in any DNA database.
To find the signatures of molecules that have therapeutic potential in environmental DNA (eDNA), they created the environmental Surveyor of Natural Product
Diversity (eSNaPD) (9), a searchable database of annotated DNA sequences, where new sequences can be
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matched to known biogenetic gene clusters for antimicrobial natural products. With this tool in hand, they sampled the soil of urban
parks of the New York City (NYC) area and extracted total DNA from
each sample (Fig. 1). To enrich sequences most likely to encode
new antimicrobial natural products, they selectively amplified genes
that encode polyketide (PKS) and nonribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPS), which are the enzymes that synthesize PKS and nonribosomal peptides, respectively, both important classes of natural
antimicrobials, and then sequenced the resulting enriched libraries.
Some of the better known products of PKS and NRPS include the
antibiotics penicillin and daptomycin (nonribosomal peptides) and
the cholesterol-lowering agent lovastatin (a PKS), but many other
therapeutics are made by these biosynthetic pathways (10).
The authors compared the urban NYC parks’ biosynthetic potential with soil samples from nonurban environments in upstate New
York, the Midwest, and the western United States. Excitingly, eDNA
from soil samples of the NYC urban parks contained many diverse
genes related to the biosynthesis of clinically important antibiotics,
antifungal agents, immunosuppressants, and anticancer agents.
What was even more remarkable is that the diversity of potential
therapeutic agents was just as great between soils within tens of miles
as between NYC park soils and desert soils more than 2,500 miles
away, suggesting that closer inspection of more samples closer to
hand might be more rewarding, and certainly less expensive, than a
quest for pristine and exotic locations to sample new antimicrobials.
Even the NYC urban park soil samples harbored tremendous diversity
in the types of molecules that could be discovered, yet they can still
be grouped according to their ecotype (maritime forest, upland grass,
etc.) rather than clustering as urban versus nonurban. Interestingly,
samples belonging to the same ecotype were similar across multiple
NYC boroughs, suggesting that the diversity of natural product synthesis is primarily driven by ecotype (rather than being random or
driven by the urban-nonurban split). However, high levels of intraand interpark heterogeneity were observed, suggesting that geography might be one of many factors driving microbial population differences among different urban park localities (11). Some parks also had
idiosyncratic features: For example, although having the general features of other parks from the maritime forest ecotype, some of the
park soil samples from Staten Island were biosynthetically distinct. This
area is the most suburban and least populated of the urban park
samples studied.
Among the NRPS and PKS sequence data obtained, about 1%
were found to encode 11 classes of natural products used in the
clinic, or relatives of these natural products, including those natural
products related to the anticancer drug epothilone or to the antibiotics erythromycin and rapamycin. Perhaps even more important
than finding the biosynthetic capacity for known molecules, most of
the barcodes obtained belonged to unknown NRPS and PKS biogenetic gene clusters. This finding suggests that there is an enormous therapeutic discovery that is found in NYC parks, essentially
the backyard of 10 million people. Furthermore, as annotations
continue to be improved as more reference sequences are added
to the eSNaPD database, this discovery potential will only continue
to increase (9). These observations highlight an example in which
therapeutics may be discovered in an urban environment, but only
if there is a collective effort by the scientific community to organize
this knowledge and develop software to harvest the results and
make them accessible. Ultimately, we will need to access the molecules and their structures to evaluate their therapeutic potential,
and doing so remains an important challenge that has not been
accelerated by DNA sequencing technology.
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There are two key approaches to get access to the molecules to
screen them for therapeutic potential. One approach is to culture
the microbes that produce them. In some cases, innovative culturing
methods are required to grow organisms with specialized requirements to get them to produce these important molecules (12, 13).
Culturing efforts can even be distributed through citizen science
projects, such as the Small World Initiative (www.smallworldinitiative.
org/) and the Natural Product Discovery Group (npdg.ou.edu/
citizenscience) (14), and direct analysis of the metabolites’ content can now be done by anyone using open crowd-sourced
analysis platforms, such as Global Natural Product Social Molecular
Networking (gnps.ucsd.edu) (15). One promising strategy for the
valorization of potential therapeutical discovery from eDNA is to

Charlop-Powers et al. extracted DNA from the
environment, followed by high-throughput sequencing of its genetic instructions, to reveal
that your local park is an untapped resource
with enormous potential for discovery of new
therapeutics.
clone or synthesize de novo the gene cluster(s) involved in biosynthesis of a specific product, and to express it in a host organism
(16, 17). Although still not trivial, the improvement in the past
decade in methods for assembling long genetic constructs in a
different species host (17), yield optimization by pathway manipulation (18), and combinatorial biosynthesis (19) offer an exciting
toolbox for accessing this molecular biodiversity.
Important though the implications of this work for antibiotic
discovery are, it also offers a glimpse into future understanding of
geographic patterns associated with antibiotic resistance. Microbes that produce an antibiotic molecule usually also contain
the DNA sequences responsible for resistance to it, and these
resistance genes have been found in soil samples (20). It would be
of great interest to test for relationships between the gene clusters
coding for antibiotic NRPS or PKS in eDNA and the occurrence
rate of clinical antibiotic resistance in the area. If such relationships
exist, then understanding patterns of the presence of antibiotic
biosynthetic machineries, as shown by Charlop-Powers et al. (1),
could perhaps one day be used to guide antibiotic use in the clinic
based on geography, avoiding antibiotics for which resistance
genes can be found in a nearby park (or garden or decorative
plant’s soil, which is not studied here but is potentially important)
and where they might be tracked in on shoes and moved to clinically relevant strains via horizontal gene transfer.
Although this study reveals the potential for discovering
antibiotics in our backyards, many questions still remain. Are
these molecules actually produced by the microbes in soil? If they
are, when and where? If they are produced, what are their normal
functions in soil (or in the other habitats where the same microbes
live)? How do people and the built environment influence the
natural product biosynthetic potential? What impact, if any, do
the molecules have on a child who eats the dirt, especially in the
context of our increasing understanding of long-term effects of
early childhood antibiotic use and given the cross-cultural practice
of geophagia for health reasons (21)?
It is clear from the work by Charlop-Powers et al. (1) that we
have overlooked some obvious areas for therapeutic discovery
and that biodiversity hotspots and exotic environments are not
the only habitats that researchers should consider when looking
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for new microbial natural products. Indeed, although the postindustrial era has endangered many natural habitats worldwide,
the features of metropolitan areas introduce unique microbial
environments and perhaps even create new opportunities to
fend off the looming worldwide threat of antibiotic resistance.
Although human creativity and ingenuity will likely find ways to

deal with this urgent problem, the solution may ultimately be
found by taking a walk in the park.
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